LEARNING CONTRACT DIRECTIONS FOR TITLE IV-E STUDENTS
HOW TO INTEGRATE CALSWEC PUBLIC CHILD WELFARE COMPETENCIES & PRACTICE BEHAVIORS

DIRECTIONS –
• For each Field Competency, write 3 or more specific Learning Activities/Tasks.
• For each Learning Activity/Task written, use the drop-down menu to assign a CalSWEC Public Child Welfare (PCW) Practice Behavior that aligns with that Learning Activity/Task.
• The Learning Contract has a link to the CalSWEC Competencies/Practice Behaviors, which needs to be consulted in assigning the drop-down menu number.

STEP 1 –
For each Field Competency, write 3 or more specific Learning Activities/Tasks.

STEP 2 –
For each Learning Activity/Task written, use the drop-down menu to assign a CalSWEC Public Child Welfare (PCW) Practice Behavior that aligns with that Learning Activity/Task.

STEP 3 –
The Learning Contract has a link to the CalSWEC Competencies/Practice Behaviors, which needs to be consulted in assigning the drop-down menu number.